Porcupine Catalog
Fall 2011—Spring 2012

Squeak

Written by Debbie Maas
Photos by Debbie Maas and Chris Benshoof

December 30, 2011: For the third winter in a row, porcupines have been visiting the porch of my house to feast on bird
seed...They eat with such gusto, and so regularly, that I’m surprised I haven’t heard of this phenomenon from others. The
situation escalated this winter and we have at least four different porcupines visiting the porch on a regular basis—
sometimes multiple times a day. When there is no seed left they beg for it by standing on their hind legs and aggressively
scraping at the French doors (I have no idea how this strategy arose). Earlier this winter there were daily interactions between porcupines (apparently over access to the feeder) that ranged from intense squeaking to charging and brief combat.
November 15, 2011: All three have eaten out of our hands and ventured onto the threshold, but only Squeak has come inside….probably in part because we invited him more often….When we open the door to provide more seed, they often start
to poke their heads inside, so we have to gently nudge them back out with the door.

George
Size/sex: Large (presumably) male
History: All photos are from fall 2011
Diagnostics:



Yellow-tipped back
Very white face with white extending
from above the eye all the way to the
back of the face and down the entire
cheek, curling into large mutton chops

Notes: In late November I wrote: ...George is
enormous and very very yellow, and he has a
bare patch on his neck right now. We were
not at the time 100% sure that this was the
same George as in the previous year, but his
behavior suggested it, and photos now confirm it. A few days earlier, I wrote: Now
George has taken to scraping on the window
like Squeak!....[He] had a quill sticking out of
his paw the other day, so some altercation
happened! The other day I was stroking his
nose and he wrapped his claws around my
arm and started pulling it toward him. I have
no idea his intention, but I quickly pulled
away… I also wrote that I suspected he would
happily come in the house, which appears to
be what happened six days later if the top
two photos are of him (which is almost certain given the white in the face).
By January 3, we had not seen George for a
few weeks and, sadly, did not see him again.
He was, along with Oscar, one of our first two
porch porcupines and was much loved.

Oscar
Size/sex: Large (presumably) male
History: Arrived by 11/29; photos of uncertain Oscars were taken through early February (returned fall 2012)
Diagnostics:
 Completely black except for his face and
a line along his feet and belly
 Many white hairs above and behind the
eyes going all the way to the backs of
the cheeks
 Long yellow hairs hang from the lower
cheeks like long mutton chops
 Large snout
 Shock and yellow highlights are in striking contrast to the rest of the pelage
Notes: As in previous years, there was more
than one medium-large black porcupine
regularly visiting (known only because they
sometimes showed up together), but any
time the face is exposed, Oscar is easily recognizable by the white in his face, snout
shape, and long yellow chops. Both were
coming regularly late in 2011. The two photos on top are not conclusive, but I believe
them to be Oscar and not his twin due to
the slightly visible chops.
Having no notes to go by, I have few details
about Oscar’s behavior this year. One or the
other of them (or another) came inside the
house briefly but was nervous (he flared up
and turned away the whole time).

Other Oscar
Size/sex: Medium/large
History: Arrived by 12/7; photos of uncertain Oscars
were taken through early February
Diagnostics:
 Solid black back
 No yellow fringe around the rosette
Notes: As in prior years, there was more than one
medium-large black porcupine visiting , which I discovered for certain on November 27 when they
both showed up at the same time (I described them
as both about the same size, very black on the back
with a yellow stripe along the belly). By this time, we
could recognize Oscar fairly well, but never distinguished his black twin with a name of his own. I’m
not sure how well we could differentiate between
the two except by behavior at the time, so they
could have been confused, but there are many photos of the porcupine that is clearly Oscar plus photos
of Oscar and another black porcupine as well as
quite a few photos of a dark porcupine who cannot
be identified (usually because he had his head buried in a feeder or his back was turned and often
flared). There could also have been more than one
“other” Oscar. The only photo here which is almost
certainly the other Oscar is the bottom one (Oscar
proper is off camera); in the top left photo, Oscar
proper is to the right and, in the top right photo, the
subject doesn’t seem to have enough white or yellow in the face to be Oscar. Was this the other Oscar
from previous years? Did we know him in later
years? We will never know.

Squeak
Size/sex: Small or medium-sized male
History: Arrived by 10/9 and stayed into April (returned fall
2012)
Diagnostics:
 Solid dark back
 Crescent of white from above the eye most of the way
down the backs of the cheeks



Short yellow shock straight back from the forehead
Straight nose

Notes: Squeak returned on October 9 and was immediately invited in for sunflower seeds. The photo
at left shows how well-conditioned he was, reminiscent of Lucy as a yearling a few years later. I
wrote; In early October I heard a strange sound at the French doors and discovered Squeak there
(whom I hadn’t seen during the summer) clawing frantically at the glass. We’d never observed that
behavior before, nor did we yet have any seed out to encourage him (bears were still up). We immediately hand fed him and he showed up at least three times a night for the next few weeks. And on most
nights we let him come in the house where he’d explore the living room for several minutes before
settling into his bowl of seeds. He did sometimes investigate my legs or lap in the process! In another
email, I explain that After he’s had his fill of seeds and exploration, he heads right out the door!
….We’re pretty flabbergasted by Squeak’s boldness and have
to refrain from giggling uncontrollably as he wanders around
the house (mostly so we don’t startle him into quilling us if he
happens to be nearby).
On November 15, I wrote: Squeak has been living up to his
name, squeaking up a storm when the bigger porcupines
dominate the porch. He was the smallest of the (at least) four
porcupines coming (probably all male), and this would have
been during the breeding season.
One night he climbed the thin iron pole over the porch to
reach the hanging bird feeder (see photo on the next page),
so we moved the feeder to the deck for the duration of the
winter. The top right photo here and bottom right photo on
the next page show his typical spring shedding.

